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Abstract
A statistical approach to performance prediction is applied to a system development
methodology for pipelines comprised of independent parallel stages. The methodology is
aimed at distributed memory machines employing medium-grained parallelization. The
target applications are continuous-ow embedded systems. The use of order statistics on
this type of system is compared to previous practical usage which appears largely conned
to traditional Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) machines for loop parallelization.
A range of suitable performance metrics which give upper bounds or estimates for task
durations are discussed. The metrics have a practical r^ole when included in prediction
equations in checking delity to an application performance specication. An empirical
study applies the mathematical ndings to the performance of a multicomputer for a
synchronous pipeline stage. The results of a simulation are given for larger numbers of
processors. In a further simulation, the results are extended to take account of waitingtime distributions while data are bu ered between stages of an asynchronous pipeline.
Order statistics are also employed to estimate the degradation due to an output ordering
constraint. Practical illustrations in the image communication and vision application
domains are included.

Index terms: performance prediction, parallel pipelines, real-time systems,
order statistics
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1 Introduction
Continuous-ow embedded systems are an important class of engineering system for which
parallel solutions have much to oer. There is often a latency and/or output ordering constraint imposed upon the output in addition to the usual throughput constraint. Examples
of such parallel systems can be found in vision 1], radar 2], speech processing 3], and data
compression 4]. In order to meet `soft' real-time guarantees these example systems, conceived
independently of each other, all share a common architecture.
The chief building block of that architecture is the data farm. A processor or data farm
5] is a programming paradigm involving message-passing in which a single task is repeatedly
executed in parallel on a collection of initial data. Data-farming is a frequent paradigm
in parallel processing 6] and appears in numerous guises: some (network-of-workstations)
NOW-based 7] some based on dedicated multicomputers 8] some constructed as algorithmic
skeletons 9] and some implicitly invoked in parallel extensions of C++ 10].
In the case of continuous-ow systems, a pipeline has the ability to hide serial bottlenecks
within a stage if the application can be partitioned in a reasonably balanced manner, thus
increasing the exploitable parallelism. The idea of combining stages, each with internal parallelism, already occurs in multi-pipelines subsequently applied to systolic designs 11]. The
`Enterprise' system 7], and 12] are programming environments in which farms, if need be,
can be combined in a pipeline on general-purpose processors. In the eld of vision and image
analysis, pipeline design methodologies have been proposed 13] with internal parallelism 14].
Motion estimation, with a nine-stage continuous-ow parallel pipeline, is the example application considered in 15], where the main concern is the logical partitioning of processors
across the pipeline to achieve optimal throughput on an Intel iPSC/2. Airborne real-time
STAP (space-time adaptive processing) radar is an example application consisting of ve
independent stages: Doppler lter processing, weight computation, beamforming, pulse compression, and CFAR (constant-false-alarm-rate) processing which is being implemented as a
parallel pipeline on the Intel Paragon 16]. In both these applications, a further stage of pro3

cessing is likely to occur in which the results of the early data-reducing stages are analysed.
Certainly, this was the case for the earlier target-tracking radar system reported in 2].
Given the ubiquity of farms, pipelines, and multi-pipelines, a system development methodology which would assist application engineers `in-the-eld' to prepare designs involving parallelism for continuous-ow systems has been proposed. Pipelined Processor Farms (PPFs)
17] targets multi-algorithm applications with some irregular algorithmic sub-components. A
PPF is a linear pipeline with a single backplane. The linear pipeline is common 15], and in
Section 2, ways to transform some pipelines to a linear form are considered. Deterministic
(constant algorithmic time complexity) applications are already well-served by a system development methodology for systolic arrays 18]. Regular algorithms with a limited amount
of branching are suitable for PPF, and indeed have been tackled as sub-components of an
application 19, 20], but when considering a complete application in vision, PPF's principal
target domain, it is usually the case that there will be at least one irregular component when
the system is viewed as a whole. When a whole system is analysed the composition of algorithms is of concern and not simply individual algorithmic behaviour. However, irregular
algorithms which involve global access to a common data structure are not suitable for PPF
as the essence of the data farm paradigm is strictly local computation. For example, compare
the parallel pipeline for speech processing reported in 3] in which the elements of a decoding network have been decomposed and are suitable for PPF development to the integrated
speech decoder network reported in 21], which was unsuitable for the PPF approach.
PPF oers a constrained design model, deliberately avoiding a proliferation of solutions
which can be confusing to the new-comer to parallelism. In PPF, there is a single primary
pipeline which is capable of incorporating temporal, data, or algorithmic parallelism within
individual farms.1 The need for such diversity arises for systems composed of a number of
independent algorithms. This study is concerned both with temporal farming in which a set of
indivisible work jobs are distributed to a set of worker processors, and data farming in which
Data parallelism in this instance is performed at run time and is medium-grained as opposed to the data
parallel programming model which commonly uses ne-grained parallelism, set-up at compile time.
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a job is decomposed into tasks for scheduling convenience. Temporal farming is dened by
us as being where no parallel decomposition of the algorithm takes place, for example if a set
of video frames were processed in parallel using the originally specied sequential algorithm.
Data parallelism would be where sub-frames were processed in parallel, requiring alteration
of the sequential algorithm. Work farming is a generic term describing both temporal- and
data-farming.
For the purposes of this paper, a job is dened as a nite set of tasks. For a continuous-ow
system a job arises if for the purpose of measurement the ow was halted at some time. In the
class of applications of interest, tasks can frequently be combined into chunks (nomenclature
adopted from the performance literature cited). For example, we have parallelized handwritten postcode recognition 1], with characters (tasks) within a postcode (UK zipcode) (chunk)
from a le of postcode images (job) a hybrid video encoder 22], with macro-blocks (tasks)
of a video row (chunk) taken from a sequence of frames (job) and 2-D frequency transforms
23], with rows (tasks) in a sub-image (chunk) from a batch of images (job).
PPF has been applied to low-cost distributed-memory machines using a message-passing
programming paradigm. Understanding the performance of rst generation multicomputers
has involved accounting for a store-and-forward method of communication, possibly by means
of linear programming 24]. In a detailed study 8], data farming was applied with constant
task durations, as is common in numerical analysis algorithms. An extension employing meanvalues was developed. In 8], unequal paths through the network topology were the principle
cause of perturbation, though congestion, which is non-linear, and the system of messagepassing were also an issue. Store-and-forward communication was employed as has been
common on rst-generation multicomputers. With some renements, the linear programming
method was adopted. Linear-programming gives a lower-bound to performance based on
the raw physical bandwidth of the processor interconnect and message set-up time at the
processor. For the regular algorithms investigated and for single farms (and single algorithms)
there is some prospect of reaching ideal performance at the lower bound.
However, PPF has outlived the era of rst-generation multicomputers. What are the char5

acteristics of the PPF communication model for second-generation multicomputers? Firstly,
a number of high bandwidth interconnects are becoming available, implying that even for
bandwidth-hungry applications such as image processing the main issue will not be reaching
the physical limits of the interconnect. The Intel Paragon (message-passing) network has a
full-duplex bandwidth of 175 MBps (M bytes per sec.). Myricom's Myrinet network 25] has
a peak duplex bandwidth of 160 MBps and is eminently suitable for large-scale embedded
applications. Secondly, with the advent of generalized communication methods such as the
routing switch 26], the `fat' tree 27], and `wormhole' routing 28] communication variance is
of diminishing importance. Wormhole communication has reduced the message set-up component. Routing congestion can be alleviated either by a randomized routing step 29], or by
a changing pattern of communication generated through a latin square 30].
The data-farm implies all communication is between farmer and worker processors and
not outside the farm. First-generation embedded applications always had the option of a fast
bus between farmer processors 2] to ease a bottleneck between farmers on the pipeline. It is
also possible to place the farm workers between two farmers, when modularity is less of an
issue, for example in 31]. The second farmer then collects the results directly from the rst
farm's workers, before collating results and passing the results to its own workers. However,
a form of statistical multiplexing of work, not demand-based data-farming would seem more
appropriate for these data-ow designs. Statistical multiplexing is outside the scope of this
paper.
Considering the changes since PPF's inception, it appears that a single metric, the mean
communication latency, may suitably characterize PPF communication performance. For
predicting the overall time of a job involving a large number of task-bearing messages, the
mean latency is sucient provided the distribution of transfer times is innitely divisible,
as is the case for deterministic, normal, or exponential message latency distributions. Obviously a constraint given by the physical bandwidth still exists but we consider the case if
that limit is not approached. The advantage for the system developer is that the behaviour
of the algorithm becomes central, with communication characteristics remaining stable and
6

decoupled from the algorithm. It may appear that with this communication model there is
no problem to consider but in fact in 32] with a similar communication model the maximum
eciency asymptotically approaches a value of 0.4. The non-asymptotic version of the model
is discussed in Section 5.
We set out to derive the performance PPF systems could expect on second-generation
multicomputers. The aim was to nd an analytical performance model. On the available
eight module distributed-memory research machine, the Paramid 33], in which wormhole
communication is simulated by a virtual channel system 34], the measured communication
time was found to be a linear function of message size. Packetization and message aggregation for a common destination are used to reduce message transit variance. Each Paramid
module has a coprocessor dedicated to message-passing but no hardware support for shared
memory. The Paramid's interconnect bandwidth is limited to 20 Mbps links necessitating simulation of high-bandwidth interconnects by sending small messages, and including a notional
communication latency. In Section 6, experiments with the Paramid are reported.
Traditional non-uniform memory access (NUMA) multiprocessor machines also have been
modelled 35] using mean latency as the sole communication metric. We assume a traditional
NUMA architecture to be one in which a multistage network, such as an Omega, Banyan,
or Benes network, lies between the processors and the memory modules, examples of which
are the Denelecor HEP, the NYU Ultracomputer, the IBM RP3, and the BBN Buttery
36].2 On traditional NUMA machines a task queue is commonly kept 38]. One machine will
perform sequential phases of an algorithm while independent loop iterations (identied by a
parallelizing compiler) are scheduled between available processes. Though our interest stems
from traditional NUMA machines it should be noted that parallelising compilers preserve the
master/slaves arrangement on non-traditional NUMA machines 39].
The Cray T3E is a non-traditional NUMA design with a 3-D grid network between processors but still
a shared address space. The SGI Origin and Sequent NUMA-Q are non-traditional cache-coherent variants
of NUMA, i.e. ccNUMA with additional hardware-assist for cache coherence, again with a shared address
space.37]
2
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On tightly-coupled machines, even when deterministic numerical analysis algorithms are
run, it has been found that system perturbation delays synchronization between stages of
the algorithm 40]. Similarly on NUMA machines, algorithmic and/or system perturbation is
found. Rather than employing static scheduling at compile time, `self-scheduling' is a means
of smoothing out the perturbations. An advantage of self-scheduling is that the operating
system may be by-passed provided the problem of `hot-spot' access to the iteration counter
is solved 41]. In 35], the claims of various statistical models for the performance of `selfscheduling' of loop iterations have been tested out on a BBN Buttery TC2000. The models
tested turned out to be broadly accurate.
On traditional NUMA machines it is also possible to partition the available address space.
Where there is locality of data reference, message-passing between the partitions under the
Chrysalis operating system has been shown to compete favourably on the BBN Buttery GP1000 42]. Stemming from the RP3, there has been a convergence in physical design between
NUMA machines and distributed-memory machines, for example between the Cray T3x family
and the Intel Paragon which has enabled message passing to be used on machines. For
example, For example, `Active Messages', light-weight user messages, have also successfully
been applied 43] to ccNUMA multiprocessors.
Therefore, it occurs to us that performance models for traditional NUMA machines may
equally apply to the distributed memory systems used by PPF. These performance models refer to traditional NUMA machines employed without message-passing, whereas PPF systems
have been deployed on machines dedicated to message-passing. The purpose of this paper is
to report tests in support of that initial insight.
Self-scheduling is similar in concept to demand-based farming, which is employed in PPF
to schedule tasks in data-parallel mode. In demand-based farming, where the number of tasks
in a job is much greater than the number of processes, messages returning processed work
(or a suitable token) form implicit requests for more work from a central `farmer'. Neglecting
congestion, the computation time of an individual task ideally should at least exceed the
maximum two-way data transfer time from worker process to farmer process. Local buers
8

allow a worker process to work from a buer while a request for further work is satised by
the farmer, thereby overlapping computation with communication. As a worker must have
some work before it can request more, initially, all processes are loaded with some work from
the central farmer process, i.e. a static scheduling phase. The purpose of the initial phase is
to ensure all local buers are full. Each processor will normally host a single process, except
in the case of the farmer process which may share its processor with a worker process.
Our application of a NUMA performance model to PPF systems assumes the following
points:
There is no global operating system on distributed-memory machines as there is on
traditional-NUMA machines with a global address space 44]. However, a central farmer
process for each farm can take the place of the operating system in respect to scheduling.
PPF applications are medium-grained, without the comparatively ne-granularity of
NUMA loop iterations. This is because the access latency to remote memory is an order
of magnitude greater on distributed-memory machines than it is on shared-memory
machines 45]. However, the dierence in granularity should merely produce a scaling
eect on the results. In regard to performance modelling, data-farming systems might
properly be considered a sub-class of NUMA though in point-of-fact the performance
literature, e.g. 46], has treated data-farms as a separate class.
The traditional-NUMA performance models were tested on numerical analysis algorithms and not on vision applications. (Though recent experiments employ a variety of
benchmarks 47]). Vision applications may involve irregular algorithms, without signicant loops. Image-processing applications tackled in PPF may involve high bandwidths.
However, communication latency can often be masked by local buering of data, which
will work even when latency masking through `parallel slackness' 29] is unavailable as
an option. In general, the number of processors in vision embedded systems on any one
farm is unlikely to be large. In fact, each stage commonly consists of a few processors
(about four). Where PPF applications are parallelized from sequential versions, the
9

task duration distributions may be available as well as second-order statistics.
Provided account is taken of the dierences between systems, the same performance prediction and scheduling schemes might be used for both. Preliminary results in support of this
conclusion were reported in 48]. This paper also has a concern with nding the maximum
per task pipeline traversal latency across PPF systems. Previous work in this eld 14], being
concerned with balancing pipelines, relied on queueing theory, and found mean-valued system
behaviour.
In Section 2, the form of PPF systems is identied. In Section 3 a number of suitable
metrics from the statistics of extremes are assessed. Section 4 discusses the performance
indicators needed for PPF and includes application examples. Section 5 is an analysis of
run-time prediction equations, which are extensions of the basic metrics. Section 6 is the
result of an empirical study on the utility of the metrics. Section 7 reports the results of
a simulation to verify that the metrics scale-up. Section 8 is an extension of the performance model which utilises queueing theory to nd the inter-stage maximum waiting time
for asynchronous pipelines. The same statistical approach can also be employed to predict
performance degradation from output ordering constraints, Section 9, which also includes an
application example. Finally, Section 10 is a summary with some concluding remarks.

2 PPF System Types
PPF systems can be characterized as either asynchronous or synchronous pipelines. If there
is just one pipeline stage that has a synchronization point then that stage will aect the
work ow on all subsequent stages. In PPF, a synchronization point may arise from either
an algorithmic constraint, or a feedback path. An algorithmic constraint is typically the
completion of all tasks within a single job instance. An ordering constraint is a form of
algorithmic constraint in which a subset of tasks within a job must complete before that
subset of tasks may proceed to subsequent processing. A feedback path can be modelled as a
pipeline stage governed by an algorithmic constraint though no such physical stage occurs. A
10

folded-back pipeline stage is a way of avoiding a synchronization constraint by using a stage
for two dierent processing activities. Unfortunately, in practice the time characteristics of
the two stages seldom coincide. Again the delay can be modelled by an additional notional
stage. In Figure 1(A) two feedback loops are shown which in Figure 1(B) have been replaced
for modelling purposes by nominal stages representing delay. In Figure 1(C) a folded-back
pipeline, where algorithms 1 and 3 are performed at the same stage, is replaced in Figure 1(D)
by a feedback loop with the folding removed. Then in Figure 1(E), the remaining feedback
loop is removed so that the pipeline can be modelled as a linear pipeline. Figure 1(B) & (E)
show two pipelines in normal form. Once in normal form, a pipeline is amenable to systematic
performance analysis. Across a series of consecutive pipeline stages, traversal latency is
additive. Therefore, a prime objective is to be able to nd the traversal latency at any single
stage.
Asynchronous pipelines are those in which no synchronous constraints apply. Asynchronous pipeline segments may exist as pipeline segments within a synchronous pipeline.
Figure 2 shows three examples of pipelines containing both synchronized and asynchronous
segments. Figure 2(B) & (C) require normalization by removal of feedback lines. A synchronized segment may contain any nite number of asynchronous segments, Figure 2(B) & (C).
The inclusion of an asynchronous segment within a larger synchronous segment is explained
by the eect of a later synchronous constraint on the output from a portion of a pipeline that
has no constraints. The global traversal latency of an asynchronous segment must be found
as the overall latency cannot be built up in a stage-by-stage fashion. Once the maximum
traversal latency of an asynchronous segment is found, it can be treated as an estimate for a
single stage within a synchronous pipeline.
The H.261 low bit-rate hybrid video encoder 49] has been parallelized by the PPF methodology 22] to enable further rapid algorithmic prototyping. Figure 3 shows a block structure
that can be reduced to a linear pipeline by suitable combination of functions, Figure 4. The
linear pipeline is largely synchronous due to the remaining feedback loops. A static timing
analysis, Table 3, gave the ratio of times spent within each of the top-twenty component
11

functions within a sequential implementation. Though two sets of functions were candidates
for data-farming, with video macro blocks as the tasks, these sets of functions could not
be processed in parallel within a pipeline. Therefore, the pipeline was folded back with the
middle of the three stages in Figure 5 alternating processing between two alternative sets of
functions. In this pipeline, the nal stage also alternates its activity. The pipeline is approximately balanced by means of data-farming within the middle stage, though due to the
disparity between the times for the two alternative sets of functions there will be processor
idling. Conversely, the partitioned pipeline allows the sequential components at stages one
and three to be processed in parallel with the other stages.
The handwritten postcode (UK zipcodes) recognition PPF example 1] is a three-stage
pipeline comprising preprocessing of the digitised postcode image, classication on a percharacter basis, and address dictionary search to nd a best match ( 80% accuracy for a
single candidate postcode). The rst two asynchronous stages employ data parallelism, with
character-based processing as the task. However, the need to perform a dictionary search
with a complete postcode, i.e. temporal parallelism, imposes a partial ordering constraint.
All characters must be re-assembled into a postcode before performing the dictionary search
for the identied postcode. In fact, there was a further constraint because the postcodes
must leave the pipeline in the same order that they entered, though buering is possible.
If the dictionary stage is also modelled as asynchronous then the expected degradation in
performance through postcode ordering can be modelled by the technique in Section 9. In
Figure 6, the handwritten postcode recognition PPF is shown with just one worker process
at the dictionary stage to achieve optimal performance. However, this arrangement is an
artifact caused by the limited processor modules on the test machine, and in Section 9 scaling
experiments for the dictionary stage are reported.
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3 Performance Metrics
A common theme to performance prediction for `self-scheduling' is the use of order statistics,
when one is usually interested in the extremal orders. Order statistics reect the individual
distributions of p random variables selected from a population and placed in ascending order.
Order statistics have been employed in directed acyclic graph (DAG) models of parallelism,
stemming from 50].3 The general properties of series/parallel graphs, SPG, of the DAG
variety with unconstrained numbers of nodes and probabilistic branching have been studied
from the standpoint of queueing theory in 51]. 15] is a practically-oriented study of the SPG
model for parallel pipelines, though not using queueing theory or order statistics. Queueing
theory is not normally helpful for the performance of individual applications as it gives rise to
means not maxima. The linear form of pipelines in PPF means that the wider generality of
the SPG model is not helpful. In PPF, a tight upper-bound is sought to check that real-time
constraints are met. However, the mean of the maximum or other common averages such as
the mode and median, are not necessarily the correct statistic when dealing with extremal
statistics. For example, the characteristic maximum, considered in Section 3, may be a more
suitable statistic.
The maximum duration of any task, viewed stochastically, can be found from extremal
statistics, which are concerned with probability distribution tails.4 A number of distributionfree estimates for the behaviour of distribution tails are available 52]. The underlying notion is that distribution of the tails may be grouped into common families of distribution.
Distribution-specic estimates are also possible in PPF though this involves extra statistical
pre-processing to establish any distribution, Section 4. It is also not always the case that
`real-life' distributions can be condently matched to any one classical distribution, though
broad classications of symmetry or asymmetry are of value. However, exact results are also
Earlier work 11] was also concerned with asynchronous algorithms on small-scale multiprocessors.
A distribution tail is a common informal term applied to unimodal distributions, e.g. 32], meaning: that
portion of the area under the curve of a probability density function beyond some point at a signicant distance
from the mode.
3
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useful for checking the accuracy of estimators.

3.1 Order Statistics
In this section, the fundamental results of extremal statistics estimators are established.
Certain equations are designated a name for easy reference in Sections 6 & 7.
Consider a set of p continuous independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables (r.v)., fXi:p g, with common probability density function (pdf) f (x), and constrained
such that ;1 < X1 < X2 < : : : < Xp < 1.5 Consider further
p p!
X
Fi:p (x) =
(F (x))m (1 ; F (x))p;m 
(1)
m
m=i
which is equivalent to P (i or more variates  x), with P () returning the probability. Fi:p(x)
is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the ith order statistic out of p with variate x.
From (1) or otherwise, the pdf of the maximum order statistic 53] is derived as

f (xp:p) = pF p;1 (x)f (x):
Therefore, the mean is

E Xp:p ] = p = p

Z1
;1

(2)

xF p;1 (x)f (x)dx

(3)

where E is the mathematical expectation operator, and similarly the mean of the minimum
is
Z1
E X1:p ] = p
x(1 ; F (x))p;1 f (x)dx:
;1

The range is the dierence between the two extremes. Consequently, the mean of the range
of p random variables, wp , is
Z1 
p;1
E wp ] = w(p) = p
x F p;1(x) ; (1 ; F (x) )f (x)dx:
(4)
;1

5

We use the standard convention that

X

is the r.v. and its value.
x
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Provided that the mean, , and the standard deviation (s.d.), , of the common cdf, F (x)
exist, it is possible to use the calculus of variations6 to nd the maximum of p 55] (with
region of support for the pdf from 0 to 1):
max(p ) =  +  pp2p;;1 1 :

(5)

The variational constants are not resolved if the calculus (with the same region of support)
is used to nd the maximum of w(p) but on converting to a standardized variate, and with
 = 1  = 0, the result is
s
; p )
max(w(p) ) = p 2(1
2p ; 1 
where p = (p ; 1)!2 =(2p ; 2)!, which vanishes as 2;2p . For a symmetrical distribution the
p
mean of the largest value, which is max(w(p) )=2, is 1= 2 down on the equivalent value given
p
by (5). However, the mean grows more slowly, as pp=2 and not p=2.
The standardized upper bounds that arise for the mean of the maximum value are plotted
in Figure 7. Suppose that p tasks are started at the same time, then the mean of the nishing
time of all the tasks is either asymptotically bounded by p or 0:5w(p) depending on the
type of the task duration cdf. However, it is not dicult to convert from asymmetrical to
symmetrical distribution since by grouping sucient tasks into chunks the sum will approach
a normal distribution. This observation follows by the well-known Central Limit theorem,
1
i.e. distribution of p; 2 (Sp ;n) approaches a normal distribution, for Sp the sum of a sequence
of p r.v. with nite variance and arbitrary distribution.
In fact, exact results are available by solving (3). Notably, for the exponential cdf (1 ;
e; x x > 0, here  = 1),
p 1
X
p = i = lnp + + O(p;1 )
(6)
i=2
with

being Euler's constant (0:5772157 : : : )7 , and where as usual O(f (n)) is the set of

There is an alternative derivation using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 54].
7
Equation 6 will be recognized as a variant of Riemman's zeta function.

6
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functions of growth rate order f (n)for some variate n. Additionally, for the standard normal
distribution 56, pp. 374-378]
1
1
1
1=2
p = (2lnp) ; 2
(ln(lnp) + ln4 ; 2 ) + O lnp 
(2lnp) 12
designated `max', and for the Uniform distribution on 0 1]

p = p +p 1 :
The distribution-specic standardized means are plotted in Figure 7 so that the relationship to the maximized means is evident. The maximised means clearly represent upper
bounds. In general, the distribution may be unknown or p may be dicult to derive and
some distributions may approach the upper bounds slowly. Naturally, as p increases the possibility increases of a large timing pushing the mean upwards away from the majority of the
timings.

3.2 An Asymptotic Distribution
Suppose

G(x) = F p(x)
is the probability that, out of p observations, all are less than x. Then the asymptotic
distribution has the `stability' property that

Gp(x) = G(apx + bp )

(7)

since the form of original distribution is not altered by applying a linear transformation. If
ap is set to one, after some work, it is found that

G(1) (x) = exp(;e;x)

(8)

which is the rst asymptotic distribution of G. It can be shown 52] that the normal and
exponential distributions have asymptotic distributions of this type for which all moments
16

exist (which is a necessary but not sucient condition). By integrating (3) for G(1) (x) in (8)
and converting to standard form, it is found that
p

E G(1)p:p ] = G = lnp( 6= )
which will be designated `asymptotic'. It would appear that G represents a suitable estimate for the maximum value. Unfortunately, the standard normal distribution asymptotic
behaviour at large values of p converges slowly to that of the double exponential distribution
(Figure 8).
By setting bn = 0 in (7) the second and third asymptotic distributions are found as
 (;1)a;1 k 
lim
G
(
x
)
=
exp
;x
 a = 2 3
(9)
(
a
)
p!1
for some constant k > 0. The second asymptotic distribution is a t for a cdf with no or only
a few moments such as respectively the Cauchy distribution or the polynomial distribution,
common in modelling bursty trac but not often found in computing applications. The
asymptotics of F p (x) where F (x) = x, i.e. the uniform distribution, is an example of G(3) for
which the distribution is bounded in some way. Note that some distributions fall into none
of the three asymptotic categories.

3.3 The Characteristic Maximum
Because p may be dicult to nd and because both p and G may present too loose a
bound another measure, the characteristic maximum, mp, may act as an estimate. However,
the characteristic maximum is not an upper bound but is most closely associated with the
mode or most popular value for the maximum. Previous work in applying these results to
parallel computation has not emphasized this relationship. The similarity between the mode
of the maximum and mp is very noticeable in the case of the normal distribution.
Dene mp such that for a cdf H

p(1 ; H (mp )) = 1

(10)
17

i.e. out of p timings just one is greater than mp . Consider,

h(x) = ; lim h0 (x) 
lim
x!1 1 ; H (x)
x!1 h(x)
where the last equality arises from L'H^opital's rule, provided h(x) and 1 ; H (x) are small for
large x. By equating the derivative of the pdf of (2) to zero the mode of the distribution of
the maximum is found to satisfy
(p ; 1)h(xmode ) = ;h0 (xmode )
H (xmode )
h(xmode )
by substituting (3.3) into (3.3) it will be seen that

H (xmode )  H (mp ) = 1 ; 1=p:
If H is the distribution of the sum of a number of r.v. of a distribution with nite second
moment, an estimate of mp for a normal distribution 57] might be used:
q
q
2lnp ; ln(lnp) ; 3 < mp < 2lnp ; ln(lnp) p  5:
(11)
Inequality (11) arises because for some cdf
Z1
E Xp:p ] = mp + n (x ; mp)f (x)dx
mp

and in particular for a standard normal pdf, (), the R.H.S. of (3.3) is E Xp:p ] = n (mp).
A number of potentially useful approximations for the normal distribution are also demonstrated in 58, pp. 136{138] . Since for large values of x the normal distribution asymptotically
approaches

H (x) = 1 ; h(x)(1 ; x;2 + 3x;4 ; 15x;6 + : : :)=x
using (3.3)

p




xmode + x;2
h(xmode ) mode
x2
p
2
2
2 xmode e mode
+ x;mode
:

Solving for x,

q
xmode  2ln(p=(2 )) x2mode =2  ln(xmode )
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(12)

which should be compared to (11).
The characteristic maximum of the exponential distribution is easily derived from (10)

mp = lnp

(13)

(designated `mp ') which should be compared to (6), where  = 1. In fact, mp = xmode <
xmed < E Hp:p] where xmed is the median of H (x) an exponential distribution. The value of
E Hp:p] is already given in standardized form in (6) and is almost within of mp .
In 59], it is further proven that for large p, mp approaches E Hp:p] from below provided
H is a cdf with nite moments, is the cdf of a positive r.v., and has an increasing failure rate
(IFR) (cf. (3.3)). An IFR distribution, H , is dened as:

h(x)
1 ; H (x) monotonically increases with x x  0:

(14)

IFR distributions, which are further referred to in Sections 5, are an alternative categorization
to the three asymptotic categories.8
The variance of the rst asymptotic distribution, (8), is given by
p

2
(1)
= ( = 6 p )2 

where p is the value of the intensity function at x = mp (i.e. ph(mp )). Therefore, since the
intensity function of the double exponential distribution is an increasing function of p, the
estimate improves with p. However, the variance of the second asymptotic distribution, (9),
is given by
2
(2)
= m2p;(1 ; 2=k)

provided k > 2, k being a distribution-dependent parameter can be estimated from the
coecient of variation 55, p. 266] (;() is the Gamma function). Since for cdf bounded by
(9) mp increases as p, the value of (9) as an estimate is limited.
Expression (14), a variant of the intensity function, is the probability function that given an event has
occurred after it will now occur. In general, the intensity function governs the convergence of a distribution's
tail.
8

x
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3.4 Sample Estimate
The foregoing estimates are based on population statistics. A simple bound on the sample
statistics is easily derived:
(xp:p ; x)2  s2 
p;1
x and s being respectively the sample mean and s.d., is rearranged to yield
p
xp:p  x + s p ; 1
which is designated `sample'. The sample estimate is an upper bound to all previous estimates.

4 Performance Considerations for PPF
PPF systems are data-dominated systems which have soft real-time targets. Real-time performance is dependent on maximum latency and minimum throughput specications. In order
to meet a specication these should ideally be population statistics, evident from Section 3.
Otherwise, a set of timings from representative test data can be made. Given a sequential
version of an application, sections of code are timed in an isolated environment. The same
sections of code are preserved intact as the kernel of the worker processing task in the parallel
version. Counter-based prolers can give a timing that is independent of system load. A partition is provided between user code and system call code, which is useful when transferring
between machines. However, the proler available to us did not allow the global timing to be
decomposed. Estimates of the time needed for small sections of code also can be made from
source code but only in restricted circumstances due to the eects of compiler optimization
60]. Due to advances in compiler technology and as the i860 is a superscalar processor, we do
not use this method. Instead, we timed code on a single processor within the parallel machine
in order to cut out system load. Timings are assembled into a task duration histogram. The
chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are well-known generalised methods to establish a
t to the histogram 61, pp. 39-52]. The use of such a method to t a distribution is reported
in 35].
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Notice from Section 3, that for many task duration distributions, the maximum duration
varies statistically with the number of processors as O(cpp), which may mean that increasing
the mean throughput will increase the maximum latency, albeit at a slow rate. c is an
arbitrary factor that will vary with the task scheduling system. If it were desired to nd the
value of c, this would be done empirically by taking a set of measurements for varying values
of p and using nonlinear regression 62]. Demand-based scheduling can be optimised if tasks
are grouped into uniform-sized chunks. One then minimizes an expression for the run time
which includes the chunk size as a parameter. An alternative is to have a chunk size which
decreases in time. However, for algorithms for which the data size increases with the problem
size, buering demands may make decreasing chunk sizes impractical.

5 Performance Prediction Equations
The raw estimates of the maximum task duration can be combined to form performance
prediction equations. If there were a perfect parallel decomposition of the task durations, one
expects the running time to be

nh
d = n
p + pk 

(15)

where p is the number of processors in a farm, n is the number of tasks and k is the number
of tasks in a chunk. h is a xed per chunk overhead, which would include the cost of communication and any central overhead. As mentioned in Section 1, h can be safely assumed to be
xed if the overhead has an innitely divisible distribution.9 The rst term is (numerator)
the total run-time for nitely large n, acceptable as this is a continuous-ow system, divided
by (numerator) the degree of parallelization with zero synchronization cost (i.e. `perfect parallelization'). k is needed in (15) as, though there are n tasks, only n=k chunks are sent
out.
has an innitely divisible distribution if, for each positive integer , there are i.i.d. random variables
n n
nn such that = 1n + + nn 63, p. 252]
1 2
9
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In 64], a distribution-free upper bound was proposed based on (5). When the rst processor becomes idle there are naturally p ; 1 active processors. The remaining time is
s
2
E Rms ] = k +  k(2pp;;2)3 + h
i.e. as if the rst processor nishes just when p ; 1 chunks are assigned but have not been

transferred to the remaining processors. Therefore

E Tms ]  d + E Rms ]
which we designate `M&S', after the names of the originators (M)adala-(S)inclair. It may
seem odd that when combining jobs in a task that varying the number of jobs would make
a dierence to the time taken. Yet this is exactly what was implied by task scheduling
experiments on an early multicomputer 65], because of the changing statistical properties
when adding (convolving) distributions.
In 32], three main bounds occur based on nding mp for dierent chunking regimes and
predicated on IFR distributions. mp is taken to be the time to nish after the last chunk
p
has been taken. Notice that the s.d. of k tasks with common distribution is  k. An
easily-derived upper bound for the time up to when the last chunk is taken is
 h
n
; kp
E Tstart ]  p  + k :
Now d = E Tstart ] + h, where the extra h arises from sending the last chunk. Where k  n=p,
p
mp  k +  2klnp
p
E TKWlarge ]  d +  2klnp
(16)
which we designate `KWlarge', after the names of the originators, (K)ruskal-(W)eiss, and
large because k= log p should be large. The result (16) should come as no surprise in view
of (12). In fact, (16) is derived via the theory of large deviations 66, p. 184] which perhaps
obscures the relevance of the result. However, (16) should be applied with care since it is not
standardized yet it will be observed that there is no  dependency in the remainder portion
of (16).
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A tighter bound can be found if k n=p. This is the normal regime for demand-based
p
farming. If k=p is small,
v
!
u
u
p
mp  k + t2kln p
k
v
!
u
u
p
(17)
E TKW1 ]  d + t2kln p 
k
p

which we designate `KW1'. If k=p is large,

mp



E TKW2 ]



k +  p
2
d +  p 

2

(18)

which we call `KW2'. This last bound would occur if, for large n, the chunk size k was much
larger than p, hence the lack of k-dependency in the remainder term of (18).
The prediction equations of 32] are estimates which are only reliable for the appropriate
regime. The bounds ideally require n, p and k to all be large. From the point of view of
predicting the run-time, and not the optimal scheduling regime, k is a scaling factor. If one
sets k =  =  = 1 as a form of normalization it is found that equations 16 & 17 are the
same. For an exponential distribution, which has the coecient of variation (c.o.v) = = 1,
with k = 1 the two equations are also the same. This suggests that (17), since it is dependent
on the c.o.v. as well as p and k, is the most reliable. Normalized versions of the prediction
equations are plotted in Figure 9.

6 Results
6.1 Experiment Setup
The aim of our timing experiments was to check whether predictive equations that were
successful for NUMA machines might be appropriate for our machine and ones similar to it.
The r.v. considered in Section 3.1 provide a mapping from task durations to the real line,
thus linking the prediction equations with the experiments. The random variables are i.i.d.
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which is appropriate to data farming (Section 1) as there are no inter-task dependencies. The
timing tests obviously do not verify large p behaviour, which is considered in Section 7.
The Paramid test machine has eight modules and was in single-user mode. Each module
comprises an i860 computational engine with a transputer communication coprocessor. The
farmer is placed on a transputer where it does not impede computation.10 On a farm template
a variety of statistical regimes can be parameterized, amounting to a parallel test-bed. Four
hundred tasks were sent out on demand for each job, i.e. the equivalent of single task selfscheduling. Buering was turned o and the message size was restricted to a 12 byte tag and
16 bytes data. The raw bandwidth of a transputer link is 20 Mbit/s. For larger task durations
the i860 running at 50 MHz waited on a 1 s clock. Where the wait resolution could not be
improved, the task duration was given as a number of loop iterations. The task durations were
timed during the parallel run so that the sample mean and s.d. could be found. Similarly,
the sample mean start-up time and the sample mean message delivery time were formed. A
software synchronized clock with worst-case error of 0.5 ms 67] was employed. The overall
time was taken at the central task farmer. The prediction equations were then calculated
using the mean start-up time as an extra term in the equations.

6.2 Prediction Results
Tests ranged over a number of distributions because it is thought that this approach to testing
widens the generality of the tests. An alternative strategy would have been to simulate worstcase task distributions such as linearly increasing task size. In the tests, the job duration level
varies across distributions according to choice of distribution parameters. However, the results
are consistent for any one distribution.
The normal distribution is ubiquitous, for example it models the sum of tasks in a chunk.
Both the small and large duration normal distribution test job durations were accurately
predicted in all cases. Standard normal variates were transformed in a way that preserves the
Notice that though the transputer is inherently multi-threaded, the i860 in this instance is used with a
single thread of control.
10
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distribution by

S (x) =D j2t + tN (x)j
where t is the task index. (All other variates were scaled by t and where necessary an absolute
value was taken.) Table 1 shows any small dierences that may exist. The task index is either
in seconds or in loop iterations. When n is large, the results are dominated by the behaviour
determined by x with a small remainder arising from the inuence of p and . It is apparent
that KWLarge, KW1, Asymptotic and sample are consistently below or close to the actual
job duration while KW2, M&S, and max are upper bounds. The worst case error is about 1s
or 1%.
The exponential distribution may occur whenever there is interactive use of the computer.
Though we do not normally expect exponentially-distributed task sizes in PPF, the distribution is easily analysed. Table 2 suggests that the metrics are slightly less accurate for an
exponential distribution than a normal distribution. The eect may result from a larger s.d.,
since it can now be seen that estimate KW2, which is proportional to 2 , diverges. KWLarge
and KW1 come near to the job duration and M&S or one of the other metrics are suitable
upper bounds.
The Bernoulli distribution, which of course is discrete, does not have an IFR distribution
but has nite moments. The Bernoulli distribution may act as a model even for deterministic
task duration distributions because periodic system delays may impose a bimodal distribution.
Bimodal distributions occur when there are two alternative branches in computer code. Tests
were conducted with prob(x = t), where t is a large delay, being 0.25 and prob(x = t=2)
naturally being 0.75. In all tests, the predictors accurately track the job duration, Figure 10.
For small numbers of iterations, the overhead dominates in Figure 10, causing the performance
shelf below 4000 iterations. Predictor M&S bounds the result while the two KW predictors
are tight lower bounds.
Normal, exponential, Bernoulli and deterministic distributions are common and accurately
predicted. Symmetrical distributions are more likely to be applicable to image-processing
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applications 14].

7 Simulation Results
A simulation was conducted to verify the large p behaviour of the various estimators. To
approach the population statistics 20,000 tasks were distributed. A delay of 0.001 was set
and chunk size was one task. Experiments were made at eight processor intervals from 8 to
248 processors. Notice that the model does not account for any congestion introduced through
scaling, by analogy with `hot-spot' contention. Just as on traditional NUMA machines an
hierarchical scheme is possible 68], sub-farmers within a large farm may be possible.
Figure 11 shows the estimators for an exponential cdf with parameter  = 1 (i.e.  =  =
1= = 1). The sample estimator and `M&S' are clearly seen as loose upper bounds. E Xp:p],
(6), also tends to act as an upper bound to the simulation results. The double exponential
asymptotic estimator is a good estimator for the exponential cdf. Estimator `KW2' is excluded
as it distorts the scaling of the graph, but `KW1' acts as a tight lower bound. A standard
normal distribution was transformed by

S =D j2 + N (0 1)j
in order to keep a high proportion of the results before truncating. Negative values are
truncated but by rule-of-thumb as 95% of a Gaussian density is found within two standard
deviations of the mean the negative values are rst pushed accordingly into the positive region.
Except for the two upper bound estimators, the sample estimate and `MS', there is little to
distinguish the estimators in practical value, according to the results of the simulation shown
in Figure 12. As indicated in Section 3.2, the asymptotic predictor is not to be relied upon
for a normal distribution, though in the simulation it was a tighter upper bound than `M&S'
and `sample'. The simulation for U (0 1) (i.e.  = 1=2 2 = 1=12) showed that all estimators
considered act as upper bounds, Figure 13. This should not be surprising as the uniform
cdf is bounded whereas the estimators are primarily intended for unbounded distributions.
However, since the uniform distribution is IFR one might have expected the `KW' estimators
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to lie around the simulated value and not to act as an upper bound. Estimators for the
Bernoulli cdf, Figure 14, under the same conditions as Section 6.2, t = 1, are well-behaved.
Despite the fact that the Bernoulli distribution is discrete and bounded, the estimators are
all reliable predictors.

8 An Asynchronous Pipeline Estimate
In a synchronous pipeline of farms, the various estimates of maximum latency developed in
Section 5 are immediately applicable. If there are asynchronous stages it will be necessary
to account for waiting time in a queue before being served at the next stage of the pipeline.
With no loss of generality, consider a two-stage asynchronous PPF. The maximum possible
latency is made up of the maximum service time at each farm and the maximum waiting time
between the two farms. Suppose the pipeline is in steady state and that the task duration
distribution in the rst farm is exponentially distributed, i.e. by Burke's theory its output
is also so distributed 69], then delay-cycle analysis 70] can be used to nd the waitingtime distribution. In practice, only the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the waiting-time cdf
is available but this easily yields the moments of waiting time which for the second farm
(treated as a single server) are given as:

E S 2 ]
E X ] = E S ] + 2(1
; )
2
E S 3 ] + (E S 2 ])2 
E X 2 ] = E S 2 ] + 1E;S ] + 3(1
; )
2(1 ; )2

(19)
(20)

where, as is conventional in queueing theory,  is the task arrival rate. S is the task duration r.v. If as in conventional notation  is the task completion rate then = = is the
availability.11 If the second farm also has an exponential task duration cdf following 71] the
single processor results can easily be adapted to the multiple processor case by appropriately
setting the task completion rate to p.
Figure 15 shows two results from a simulation in which farm two had fty processors
11

Equation (19) will be recognized as the Pollaczek-Khintchine equation for M/G/1 queues.
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and farm one had either ve or forty processors, reecting diering arrival rates. The task
duration rate in farm two was xed to 3.0 tasks/unit time to prevent saturation. The mean
latency is plotted as well as the maximum latency recorded. Using the moment estimates
of (19) & (20) and the characteristic maximum of an exponential distribution, (13), the
maximum latency over 20,000 tasks is found. Notice that the maximum is from the number
of tasks and not the number of processors. The estimates of Section 5 are less successful in
nding the asynchronous maximum since they reect the mode of a normal cdf and not an
exponential cdf. In particular, such estimates appear erroneous when the task arrival rate
from farm one is low but the task duration in both farms is large. The mean task duration for
the rst farm was used reecting (intuitively) the unlikelihood of all three maxima occurring
together. The estimate remains an upper bound. If the sampled number of tasks is made
lower the estimates lose accuracy. From the large-scale test, it emerged that the mean latency
is close to the sum of the two mean service times which implies that system design based on
means is likely to be accurate. However, in some conditions the maximum latency departs
considerably from the mean which will be an important issue for time-critical systems.

9 Ordering Constraints
On a hypothetically balanced pipeline, an ordering constraint will degrade the latency. With
sucient buering, no change in throughput occurs because when the order is restored all
waiting tasks can be instantaneously output, provided sampling of throughput is at output
instances. If sampling of throughput is by a random observer then the output throughput will
have the same form of degradation as now discussed for latency. Ordering is a synchronization
constraint over the whole of an asynchronous pipeline segment, as the order needs to be
restored before leaving the asynchronous segment. Re-ordering can been implemented by
forming a linked-list to act as a buer for out-of-order tasks at the pipeline stage, typically
the last stage of an asynchronous segment, where the ordering constraint applies.
Suppose that an asynchronous segment of a pipeline has a capacity for n tasks at the
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instant that any one of these tasks becomes ready for processing. Suppose also that (in the
worst case) all n tasks start at the same time and their nishing times are distributed as a set
of ordered r.v. fXi:n g i = 1 2 : : :  n with the conditions of Section 3.1. Though, particularly
in the case of the extremal value (Section 3.1), the mean may not be the best estimator,
nonetheless a practical approach might be to use the mean of the ordered means to estimate
the average time that any completing task waits:
n
X
tlatency = n1 E Xi:n ]:
i=1
or if mean latency without a constraint is  and E Xi:n ] = i then percentage degradation is


n
P
100%:
1;
n
i=1

The distribution of the means for all order statistics, i = 1 2 : : :  n is required. The
uniform distribution, U (0 1), has E Ui:p ] = i=(p+1) = pi which gives a triangular distribution.
Unfortunately, other distributions do not have such a convenient formula. Therefore an
estimate is proposed. In 53], from Xi:p = F ;1 (Ui:p ) = G(Ui:p ) a Taylor expansion12 around
pi is used to approximate E Xi:p ] i.e.
Xi:p = G(pi ) + G0(pi)(Ui:p ; pi) + 12 G00(Ui:p ; pi )2 : : : 
(21)
where G0 denotes d=duG(u)ju=pi  u = F (x). A convenient example is a logistics cdf, F (y) =
(1 + e;y );1 with qi = 1 ; pi = (p ; i + 1)=(p + 1):

G(pi) = ln(pi) ; ln(qi)
G0 (pi ) = 1=pi ; 1=qi
Taking expectations of both sides of (21), using the result for E Ui:p ], gives
1
1 p q Giv (p ) : : : (22)
i
000
(
q
;
p
)
G
(
p
)
+
E Yi:p]  G(pi ) + 2(ppi+qi 2) G00 (pi) + (np+i q2)
i
i
i
2 3 i
8 ii
Figure 16 uses expansion (22) to make a continuous estimate of E Yi:p ], i odd. The form of (22)
is approximately triangular and other common distributions have the same shape for E Xi:p ],
The inverse function relationship is also often used to generate random numbers. Unfortunately, the
convergence of the expansion is slow for the extreme order statistic.
12
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bearing in mind that the logistic distribution when suitably parameterized approximates a
normal distribution. This result is of course helpful in estimating tlatency or tthruput .
Measurements have been made on the handwritten postcode recognition application introduced in Section 4 applied on a transputer-based Meiko CS-1. The CS-1 72] uses proprietary
routing hardware and software aside from the normal transputer links. The processing times
for complete postcodes was found to have a symmetrical distribution for the preprocessing
and classication stages. The nal dictionary stage had a Bernoulli distribution as UK postcodes are almost all 6 or 7 characters in length, with the test data mean length being 6.7
characters matched against a complete set for the city of Colchester, UK. Table 4 records
the measured percentage throughput degradation, found on a per-stage basis by decoupling
each stage with very large buers. The range, R cf. Equation 4, is employed as a measure of
variance. Perf. I is the theoretical performance after after ordering degradation, and Perf. II
is the degradation due to ordering cumulatively applied.
In fact, there is no need to assemble complete postcodes until the dictionary stage, and
additionally using the i860 processors in the Paramid increased performance by an order of
magnitude 1]. The dictionary stage has been tested in isolation on the Paramid, since, as
remarked in Section 2, the scaling on the Paramid did not allow more than one worker task
in the dictionary stage when testing the complete pipeline. The mean time to recognize a
postcode of six or seven characters was timed to be 0.027s or 0.13s respectively from a test le
of 1945 characters.13 Message size was a maximum of 112 bytes. The Bernoulli probability
for a six character postcode was 0.517. The observed distribution, though closely resembling
a Bernoulli distribution, was continuous and bimodal. The processors were arranged in a
binary tree topology. Table 5 shows that again all estimates track the results well with small
numbers of processors.
The dictionary search employed a trie tree 61] over a small city's postcodes, whereas subsequent implementations have used a syntactic neural net search with an order of magnitude improvement over the complete
UK postcode dictionary.
13
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10 Conclusion
PPF is a stylized system development methodology which oers a clear route to the parallelization of an existing sequential application. The application domain is soft real-time
continuous-ow embedded systems. PPF employs a linear parallel pipeline. The maximum
latency experienced by tasks passing through a PPF application can be found using the same
techniques previously applied to the performance of loop-scheduling on traditional NUMA
machines. Additional distribution-specic estimates are of value in testing estimates. The
pipeline traversal latency experienced by a task maximum is not always best estimated by
its mean. Alternatively, the characteristic maximum can be employed to estimate the modal
maximum for what may be broadly termed `exponential' distributions. Fortunately, since
the Bernoulli distribution is commonly used to model program loads, the estimate also works
for the Bernoulli distribution. Although, on our small-scale system, all predictors except one
gave accurate results, inspection of the p-dependency of the equations suggests that predictors
based on the global maximum of asymmetrical distributions will underestimate the performance on large numbers of processors. A simulation for a larger number of processors (up
to 256) highlighted the eects already seen in the small-scale system. Again, a small sample
predictor is rather a loose upper bound as also is one based on the maximum of the maximal distribution. For the distributions most often encountered most predictors have a rough
equivalence. This is an important practical nding in view of the profusion of estimators.
Another practical point is that if a system is scaled-up the maximum latency will increase
according to the prediction equations, that is increased throughput comes at a cost.
Simulated results for asynchronous PPF can be predicted by a combination of delay-cycle
analysis and order statistics, though presently the results are conned to exponential cdf.
The maximum latency can in some circumstances depart radically from the mean latency.
Order statistics also prove helpful in estimating the performance degradation if a task ordering
constraint is imposed.
Work has advanced to incorporating our derived results for synchronous pipelines into
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a graphical tool for PPF system design. Discrete-event simulation is the chosen vehicle for
asynchronous pipeline segments, as we do not have results for general distributions. However, the tool plans to incorporate analytic prediction for the synchronous results using a
spreadsheet format in the manner of 73]. A coherent method of combining synchronous and
asynchronous pipeline segments, in the presence of feedback loops and folded-back pipelines
has been devised.
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Task
Job
Prediction (s)
Index Duration KWLarge KW1
KW2
M&S
Sample Asymptotic
max
2.0 106.2368 105.5765 105.5765 107.7293 107.7293 106.5473 105.6076 107.3153
1.0
53.2737 53.1466 52.9386 54.0188 54.0188 53.4247
52.9550
53.8086
0.5
26.8061 26.7416 26.6367 27.0751 27.1811 26.8807
26.6458
27.0726
0.25 13.5591 13.4763 13.4763 13.6926 13.7523 13.5990
13.4815
13.6951
0.125 6.9443
6.9239
6.8966
7.0014
7.0385 6.95876
6.9000
7.0068
0.625 3.6446
3.6298
3.6154
3.6655
3.6903 3.64734
3.6177
3.6716
0.0313 1.9839
1.9780
1.9701
1.9932
2.0115
1.9869
1.9719
1.9992
0.0156 1.1622
1.1563
1.1516
1.6260
1.1761
1.1610
1.1530
1.1676
0.0078 0.7358
0.7344
0.7315
0.7376
0.7472
0.7372
0.7325
0.7411
10k
1.0646
1.0620
1.0562
1.0731
1.0778
1.0655
1.0565
1.0729
9k
0.9646
0.9596
0.9561
0.9713
0.9756
0.9645
0.9564
0.9711
8k
0.8622
0.8581
0.8549
0.8684
0.8723
0.8624
0.8552
0.8683
7k
0.7602
0.7567
0.7539
0.7657
0.7692
0.7605
0.7542
0.7656
6k
0.6616
0.6581
0.6556
0.6657
0.6690
0.6613
0.6559
0.6657
5k
0.5602
0.5568
0.5548
0.5632
0.5661
0.5595
0.5560
0.5631
4k
0.4631
0.4598
0.4582
0.4649
0.4675
0.2645
0.4584
0.4649
3k
0.3652
0.3628
0.3616
0.3666
0.3690
0.3643
0.3618
0.3667
2k
0.2777
0.2754
0.2745
0.2778
0.2801
0.2764
0.2746
0.2779
1k
0.2348
0.2332
0.2328
0.2343
0.2375
0.2338
0.2329
0.2345

Table 1: Predictions for a normal Distribution
Task
Job
Prediction (s)
Index Duration KWLarge KW2
M&S Sample Asymptotic
mp
2.0
46.9520 48.2911 55.4189 48.7672 48.8607 47.8005 47.3529
1.0
23.6496 24.3126 27.8468 24.5557 24.5990 24.0690 23.8421
0.5
11.9928 12.3234 14.0629 12.4499 12.4682 12.2032 12.0867
0.25
6.1452
6.3254
7.1672 6.3935 6.3993
6.2669
6.2057
0.125 3.2466
3.3353
3.7274 3.3746 3.3738
3.3078
3.2740
0.0625 1.8060
1.8505
2.0231 1.8755 1.8713
1.1838
1.8182
0.0313 1.0899
1.1060
1.1729 1.1237 1.1177
1.1015
1.0880
0.0156 0.7594
0.7617
0.7804 0.7764 0.7688
0.7611
0.7503
0.0078 0.6060
0.7617
0.5987 0.6115 0.6003
0.5995
0.5887
10k
0.5002
0.5131
0.5807 0.5187 0.5186
0.5084
0.5040
9k
0.4564
0.4678
0.5285 0.4730 0.4728
0.4636
0.4597
8k
0.4142
0.4247
0.4785 0.4295 0.4292
0.4210
0.4175
7k
0.3709
0.3796
0.4265 0.3839 0.3835
0.3763
0.3732
6k
0.3327
0.3401
0.3801 0.3441 0.3434
0.3373
0.3346
5k
0.2969
0.3018
0.3349 0.3055 0.3046
0.2995
0.2972
4k
0.2626
0.2675
0.2935 0.2710 0.2697
0.2657
0.2638
3k
0.2413
0.2446
0.2639 0.2481 0.2463
0.2432
0.2418
2k
0.2337
0.2342
0.2466 0.2380 0.2353
0.2333
0.2323
1k
0.2337
0.2783
0.2908 0.2830 0.2795
0.2775
0.2765

Table 2: Predictions for an Exponential Distribution
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Execution
Function
Per frame exec.
sequence
name
time (normalized)
1
clear picture
0.147
2
copy eld
0.196
3
read picture frame
1.200
4
copy macro block data
0.728
5
encoder motion estimation h261
24.306
6
encoder decisions h261
6.392
7
forward transform picture
2.230
8
h261 forward quantize picture
1.398
9
tm forward scan picture
0.632
10
forward run level picture
0.712
11
h261 code picture
0.591
12
inverse run level picture
0.486
13
tm inverse scan change picture
0.634
14
h261 inverse quantize picture
0.991
15
inverse transform picture
2.232
16
reconstruct h261
2.813
17
macro block to line
0.531
18
tm calculate snr
0.753
19
tm display statistics
0.134
20
write picture le
1.217
Table 3: Prole Statistics for the H.261 encoder
Mean ( ) Proc.
Min.
Max.
R=2
time (ms)
time (ms) time (ms)
PreProc.
487
406
698
146
Class.
773
651
1060
205
Dict.
2802
629
5349
2360
Stage

+(R=2)

1.30
1.30
1.84

%
Perf. I
Perf. II
degrad. (pcodes/s) (pcode/s)
17
9.1
9.1
18
9.0
7.5
36
7.0
4.8

Table 4: The Eect of Ordering Constraints on a Handwritten Postcode Recognition PPF
Number of Actual
Estimate (s)
processors time (s) KWLarge KW1 KW2 MS Sample
8
2.88
2.99
3.07 3.28 2.98 3.09
7
3.30
3.36
3.44 3.59 3.34 3.44
3
7.61
7.34
7.44 7.33 7.25 7.33
Table 5: Estimates for the Dictionary Stage of a Handwritten Postcode Recognition PPF
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Figure 1: A) Two simple feedback loops B) Replacement by nominal stages C) Folded-back
pipeline D) After unwrapping E) After substituting a nominal stage.
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Figure 2: Pipeline splittings: A) Disjoint segments B) Singly Nested segments C) Multiply
Nested Segments
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of the Structure of the H.261 Encoder
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Figure 4: Simplied Linear Pipeline Architecture for the H.261 Encoder
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Figure 5: Folded pipeline H.261 Encoder. Refer to Table 3 for function number key and
timings.
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Figure 8: Behaviour of the Asymptotic Distribution's Mean of the Maximum
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Figure 10: Small Duration Bernoulli Distribution
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Figure 14: Simulation of Bernoulli Distribution
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Figure 16: Approximate mean order statistics for the Logistics distribution
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